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American Family Mutual Insurance Company ("AmFam") appeals a summary
judgment granted to Respondent Dwight Miller. AmFam contends that its auto insurance
policy issued to Mr. Miller providing Underinsured Motorist ("UIM") benefits defines in
unambiguous language the term "underinsured motor vehicle" and precludes the payment
of UIM benefits in this case. AmFam also argues that application of the policy's "Limits
of Liability" language does not justify the decision of the trial court. We affirm the
decision of the circuit court.

The Factual Background
The facts are undisputed. Dwight Miller was a passenger in a vehicle driven by
his wife and owned by his mother-in-law when the car was involved in a collision with a
vehicle recklessly driven by Ho Kun Yun. As a result of the collision, Mr. Miller
suffered injuries that the parties agree exceeded $200,000. At the time of the collision,
Mr. Yun's vehicle was insured under a policy of insurance issued by Geico Insurance
Company that provided bodily injury liability limits of $100,000 per person. Geico did
not dispute the liability of its insured and paid the $100,000 limits of its policy to Mr.
Miller.
The UIM Endorsement Provisions
The car in which Miller was a passenger was insured under a policy issued by
American Family, which provides a UIM benefits endorsement with stated limits of
$100,000 per person/$300,000 per accident (as shown on the declarations page of the
policy). The AGREEMENT section of the policy states:
We agree with you, in return for your premium payment, to insure you
subject to all the terms of this policy. We will insure you for the coverages
and the limits of liability as shown in the declarations of this policy.
The UIM endorsement provides, in pertinent part, as follows:
We will pay compensatory damages for bodily injury which an insured
person is legally entitled to recover from the owner or operator of an
underinsured motor vehicle. The bodily injury must be sustained by an
insured person and must be caused by accident and arise out of the use of
the underinsured motor vehicle.1
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The briefs of the parties indicate that the phrase "underinsured motor vehicle" is bolded. In the policy provided the
trial court in the form of an exhibit, the bolding is less than clear. A copy is reproduced in the appendix to this
opinion.
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You must notify us of any suit brought to determine the legal liability or
damages. Without our written consent we are not bound by any resulting
judgment.
We will pay under this coverage only after the limits of liability under all
bodily injury liability bonds or policies have been exhausted by payment of
judgments or settlements.
....
As used in this endorsement:
....
3. Underinsured motor vehicle means a motor vehicle which is insured
by a liability bond or policy at the time of the accident which provides
bodily injury liability limits less than the limits of liability of this [UIM]
coverage.2
The policy's UIM endorsement also contains certain exclusions from coverage (not
relevant here) and has a section entitled "Limits of Liability" that states, in part, as
follows:
The limits of liability of this coverage as shown in the declarations apply,
subject to the following:
1. The limit for each person is the maximum for all persons as the result of
bodily injury to one person in any one accident.
2. Subject to the limit for each person, the limit for each accident is the
maximum sustained by two or more persons in any one accident.
We will pay no more than these maximums no matter how many vehicles
described in the declarations, insured persons, claims, claimants or policies
or vehicles are involved.
The limits of liability of this coverage may not be stacked onto the limits of
liability of any other underinsured motorist coverage issued by us to you or
any member of an insured person's household.
....
The limits of liability of this coverage will be reduced by:
1. All payments made or amounts payable by or on behalf of all persons or
organizations which may be legally liable, or under any collectible auto
liability insurance, for loss caused by an accident with an underinsured
motor vehicle.
2. All payments under the Liability coverage of this policy.
2

The endorsement also sets forth a description of circumstances related to vehicles that would disqualify a vehicle
from being considered an "underinsured motor vehicle," none of which are pertinent here.
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3. All payments made or amounts payable because of bodily injury under
any workers' compensation or any similar law.
OTHER INSURANCE
If there are any limits of liability remaining after applying the reductions
provided for in the "Limits of Liability" section of this endorsement and if
there is other underinsured motorist insurance provided by another
insurance company on a loss covered by this endorsement, we will pay our
share according to this policy's proportion of the total remaining limits of
all underinsured motorist insurance provided by other insurance companies.
But, any remaining limits of insurance provided under this endorsement for
an insured person while occupying a vehicle you do not own is excess over
all other underinsured motorist insurance provided by all other insurance
companies.
In the stipulation of facts submitted to the trial court, the parties quoted certain provisions
that are included in the provisions quoted above. In the stipulation which quotes policy
language, the terms "bodily injury," "underinsured motor vehicle," "insured person," and
"use" are in bold type. In the copy of the entire policy submitted as an exhibit to the trial
court, the bolding is not visible.
The Declarations Sheet
On the Declarations sheet, under the heading "Additional Endorsements that
Apply to Your Policy," there is first a rental reimbursement setting forth the amounts
allowed. Then beneath that the following appears:
UNDERINSURED MOTORISTS COVERAGE -- BODILY INJURY ONLY
$100,000 each person

$300,000 each accident

The Claim for UIM Benefits
After receiving the $100,000 payment from Geico, Mr. Miller filed a claim with
AmFam for UIM benefits provided by the policy. AmFam denied Mr. Miller's claim for
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benefits, stating that the UIM endorsement did not provide applicable benefits in this
instance because Yun (the driver at fault) was not driving an "underinsured motor
vehicle" as defined in the policy. Yun's coverage included $100,000 per person in bodily
injury liability, the same amount of AmFam's UIM coverage on the vehicle in which Mr.
Miller was a passenger. Also, AmFam pointed out that the policy language entitled it to
off-set the UIM endorsement policy "limits" by the amount already paid by Geico,
meaning that no payment of benefits is required under the policy.
Mr. Miller filed a petition in the circuit court against AmFam seeking payment of
$100,000 in unpaid UIM benefits. The parties did not dispute the underlying facts of the
case. They disputed only the interpretation of the relevant insurance contract provisions.
The Trial Court Ruling
On January 25, 2012, the court entered summary judgment in favor of Mr. Miller
on his claim for UIM benefits against AmFam in the amount of $100,000. The trial court
noted that the endorsement requires payment of "compensatory damages for bodily injury
which an insured person is legally entitled to recover from the owner or operator of an
underinsured motor vehicle." The court stated that the endorsement "connects the
recovery to the amount that is recovered against the underinsured driver and is not subject
to any other limitation at the point where this language is written in the policy." The
court then noted that the endorsement further provides "we will pay under the coverage
only after the limits of liability under all bodily injury liability bonds or other policies
have been exhausted by payments of judgments or settlements." The court then stated:
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To the ordinary insured this would imply that American Family would pay
its limits in excess of the liability of the third party after those limits are
exhausted.
The court next considered the significance of the language in the AGREEMENT portion
of the policy and the declarations page. The AGREEMENT section says that "we will
insure you for the coverage and the limits of liability as shown in the declarations of the
policy." The declarations sheet shows underinsured motorist coverage of
$100,000/$300,000 coverage with no limitations. The court found the only limitation
appears "at the very end of the UIM endorsement attached to the end of the policy." We
assume that the court, in mentioning the "only limitation" of the endorsement, was
referring to the set-off provisions related in the "limits of liability" section. The court
concluded that an insured is promised something at one point and seemingly has it "taken
away at another, creating an ambiguity that should be resolved in favor of the insured."
The court thus held there was underinsured motorist coverage in excess of the payments
made by Geico to Miller.
AmFam appeals.
Standard of Review
When (as in this case) the facts are undisputed, the interpretation and application
of insurance policy provisions involve questions of law that we review de novo. Burns v.
Smith, 303 S.W.3d 505, 509 (Mo. banc 2010). Where, as here, the trial court granted
summary judgment, we review the trial court's ruling granting a summary judgment in
interpreting the insurance contract de novo. Id. Because the propriety of summary
judgment is an issue of law, we do not defer to the trial court's order granting summary
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judgment. ITT Commercial Fin. Corp. v. Mid-Am. Marine Supply Corp., 854 S.W.2d
371, 376 (Mo. banc 1993).
General Principles of Interpretation
This court interprets insurance contracts by applying general rules of contract
interpretation. Todd v. Missouri United Sch. Ins. Council, 223 S.W.3d 156, 160 (Mo.
banc 2007). "The key is whether the contract language is ambiguous or unambiguous."
Id. (quoting Peters v. Employers Mut. Cas. Co., 853 S.W.2d 300, 301-02 (Mo. banc
1993)). "An ambiguity exists when there is duplicity, indistinctness, or uncertainty in the
meaning of the language in the policy. Language is ambiguous if it is reasonably open to
different constructions." Seeck v. Geico Gen. Ins. Co., 212 S.W.3d 129, 132 (Mo. banc
2007); Burns, 303 S.W.3d at 509. "Words or phrases in an insurance contract must be
interpreted by the court in the context of the policy as a whole and are not to be
considered in isolation." Haggard Hauling & Rigging Co., Inc. v. Stonewall Ins. Co.,
852 S.W.2d 396, 399 (Mo. App. 1993). A court is not allowed to create an ambiguity to
distort the language of an unambiguous insurance policy. Goza v. Hartford Underwriters
Ins. Co., 972 S.W.2d 371, 374 (Mo. App. 1998). While ambiguity exists if a term is
"reasonably open" to different constructions, an unreasonable construction will not render
a term ambiguous. See Seeck, 212 S.W.3d at 132. If an ambiguity exists in an insurance
policy, the court must construe the policy in favor of the insured. Id. However, "where
insurance policies are unambiguous, they will be enforced as written." Rodriguez v. Gen.
Accident Ins. Co. of Am., 808 S.W.2d 379, 382 (Mo. banc 1991).
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The State of Missouri does not require that drivers obtain or that companies
provide UIM coverage. Id. at 383. With the exception of only one statutory provision
governing the application of UIM contracts,3 the courts of Missouri look to the contract
formed between the insured and the insurer to determine issues of coverage. See id. "'In
construing the [contract language], this Court applies the meaning which would be
attached by an ordinary person of average understanding [when] purchasing insurance, ...
resolv[ing] ambiguities in favor of the insured.'"4 Burns, 303 S.W.3d at 509 (quoting
Seeck, 212 S.W.3d at 132).
AmFam contends that this court must first decide whether the tortfeasor's vehicle,
insured for $100,000, is an "underinsured motor vehicle" as defined in the UIM
endorsement of Mr. Miller's policy. AmFam also argues that if the vehicle in question
does not fall within the definition of an underinsured motor vehicle, the court cannot
reach any issue asserted as to any other portion of the endorsement. We do not
necessarily agree with that assertion because we are required to consider all the
potentially pertinent provisions of the endorsement as well. See Seeck, 212 S.W.3d 133.
Missouri courts will refuse to isolate and evaluate the endorsement's definition of
underinsured motor vehicle in a vacuum. Id. at 133-34; American Family Mut. Ins. Co. v.
Ragsdale, 213 S.W.3d 51, 54 (Mo. App. 2006). In accordance with the rule expressed in
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See section 379.204 RSMo (Cum. Supp. 2010).
This rule is known as "contra proferentum" and is applied more rigorously to insurance contracts in Missouri than
other types of contracts. Mansion Hills Condo. Ass'n v. Am. Family Mut. Ins. Co., 62 S.W.3d 633, 637 (Mo. App.
2001).
4
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Seeck and applied in numerous cases,5 even if the definition of underinsured motor
vehicle seems to preclude a claim in the facts of a particular case, we must still seek to
determine whether other provisions of the endorsement, when read together with the
definition, demonstrates the existence of an ambiguity. Seeck, 212 S.W.3d at 133-34.
Analysis
In approaching the issues of this case, we do not necessarily limit ourselves to the
arguments and the authorities discussed and relied on by the parties and the trial court.
We will affirm the decision of the trial court if we can affirm it on any basis, even if it is
not one of the bases argued by the respondent. See ITT Commercial Fin., 854 S.W.2d at
387-88.
Because we are required to review all pertinent terms of the policy and the
endorsement in order to determine whether there is an ambiguity that may be construed in
favor of the insured, we start with a careful look at all the pertinent terms of the policy.
Referring again to the UIM endorsement, we note that the text advises the reader:
"You have this coverage if Underinsured Motorists Coverage" is shown in the
declarations. The second paragraph of the endorsement says, as noted above:
We will pay compensatory damages for bodily injury which
an insured person is legally entitled to recover from the owner
or operator of an underinsured motor vehicle. The bodily
injury must be sustained by an insured person and must be
caused by accident and arise out of the use of the
underinsured motor vehicle.

5

See, e.g., Ritchie v. Allied Prop. & Cas. Ins. Co., 307 S.W.3d 132, 135, 137 (Mo. banc 2009); Wasson v. Shelter
Mut. Ins. Co., 358 S.W.3d 113, 121 (Mo. App. 2011); Long v. Shelter Ins. Cos., 351 S.W.3d 692, 700 (Mo. App.
2011); Shelter Mut. Ins. Co. v. Sage, 273 S.W.3d 33, 36 (Mo. App. 2008).
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These two sentences are the primary focus of the initial part of the trial court decision.
When we read this language in the stipulation filed in the trial court and in the briefs filed
with this court, noting that certain words are in bold letters, we recognize from our
experience with such policies that such bolded terms are definitional terms, and that such
a defined term may serve as a fulcrum in limiting or expanding coverage.
The definition of "underinsured motor vehicle" is contained in the section entitled
"Additional Definitions Used in This Endorsement Only." The definition of
"underinsured motor vehicle," taken by itself, is clear and unambiguous. See Rodriguez,
808 S.W.2d at 382-83. An "underinsured motor vehicle," quite simply, is a motor vehicle
that is insured by a liability policy having limits that are less than the specified
underinsured motorist coverage provided by the insured's coverage. Id. at 382. Under
that definition, it is manifest that the tortfeasor, Mr. Yun, was not driving an
"underinsured motor vehicle" within the intended meaning of the policy. AmFam argues
that the ascertainment of that fact is the end of the analysis in this case, citing Rodriguez.
See id. at 382-83 (definition of "underinsured motor vehicle" to the same effect regarded
as unambiguous).
A Clear Definition Does Not End the Analysis
The decision in Rodriguez recognized that General Accident's definition of
"underinsured motor vehicle" was not ambiguous, and the decision in that case turned
primarily on the basis of the definition. That decision must be understood as to its
current significance in light of decisions of the Missouri Supreme Court that have
followed. Subsequent decisions have made clear that the fact that a definition is clear and
10

unambiguous does not end the inquiry as to the existence of an ambiguity until the court
has reviewed the "whole policy" to determine whether there is contradictory language
that would cause confusion and ambiguity in the mind of the average policy holder.
Seeck, 212 S.W.3d at 132-33; Jones v. Mid-Century Ins. Co., 287 S.W.3d 687, 690-92
(Mo. banc 2009); Ritchie v. Allied Prop. & Cas. Ins. Co., 307 S.W.3d 132, 138-40 (Mo.
banc 2009).
In 2007, the Court in Seeck was presented another case involving a clear and
unambiguous definition of underinsured motorist. In that case, the Court noted that
although the definition itself was not ambiguous, Missouri law precluded deciding the
issue of ambiguity simply on that basis. See Seeck, 212 S.W.3d at 132-33. The Court
said that the policy must be evaluated "as a whole." Id. at 133. Quoting Lutsky v. Blue
Cross Hospital Service, Inc., 695 S.W.2d 870, 875 (Mo. banc 1985), the Court recited the
principle that if a contract "promises something at one point and takes it away at another,
there is an ambiguity." Id. The Court approved the ruling in Ware v. Geico General Ins.
Co., 84 S.W.3d 99, 102-03 (Mo. App. 2002), in which a Geico policy having an equally
clear definition of "underinsured motor vehicle" was held to be ambiguous when the
admittedly clear definition was compared to the "Other Insurance" section of the policy,
which seemed (in contrast to the definitional section) to provide that the UIM coverage
would be "over and above" the insurance provided by the tortfeasor's insurance. Id. To
be specific, the "Other Insurance" clause in the Seeck case provided, in pertinent part:
When an insured is occupying a motor vehicle not owned by the insured . . .
this insurance is excess over any other insurance available to the insured
and the insurance which applies to the occupied motor vehicle is primary.
11

Id. at 132.
While the Court stated that the presence of an "other insurance" clause does not
always or necessarily render a policy ambiguous, id. at 134 n.3, the Court found an
ambiguity to be created in that case, requiring resolution in favor of the insured. Id. at
134. See also American Family Mut. Ins. Co. v. Ragsdale, 213 S.W.3d 51 (Mo. App.
2006) (similar analysis and result). While Seeck holds that in a particular case in which
the "other insurance" clause is broadly worded, an ambiguity may be found to exist, our
review of the "other insurance" clause in this case shows that it does not suffer from the
unfortunate breadth of the language in Seeck. Here, the "other insurance" clause used by
AmFam is appropriately limited in that it is addressed only to the possibility of other
applicable UIM coverage under other policies, and the issue of primary responsibility.
Thus, it cannot be said that the "other insurance" clause contradicts the definition of
underinsured motor vehicle.
Two 2009 decisions confirm that the language of the applicable provisions of UIM
endorsements will be carefully reviewed for confusion and ambiguity, particularly as to
the set-off provisions (as to prior compensation received by the insured) as impacted by
the "other insurance" provision. See Jones v. Mid-Century Ins. Co., 287 S.W.3d 687
(Mo. banc 2009), and Ritchie v. Allied Prop. & Cas. Ins. Co., 307 S.W.3d 132 (Mo. banc
2009). These cases again stress that UIM issues of coverage must take into account the
entire policy, including the declaration page, which generally is less than clear that the
coverage is designed by the insurer to be gap coverage rather than excess coverage. The
12

so-called "limits" are expressed in the declaration sheet in a way that does not provide an
alert for the ordinary insured that the coverage is gap coverage designed only to bring the
insured to the same position the insured would have had if the tortfeasor's limits had
equaled the insured's UIM coverage. This fact makes it necessary to strictly and carefully
consider any language in the endorsement which might also suggest that the coverage
could be considered excess. See Jones, 287 S.W.3d at 690-92; Ritchie, 307 S.W.3d at
138-40.
AmFam here ignores any confusion related to the declaration page, and maintains
that the insured must carefully read the endorsement. AmFam reminds us that in
automobile insurance policies, the definitions of key terms imply the existence of a
limitation on coverage by virtue of a definition.
AmFam argues that the ordinary insured will read this plain language to mean that
the UIM coverage will provide benefits to the insured only if the expressed UIM limit of
liability is greater than the liability limits of the tortfeasor. "Case closed," argues
AmFam. AmFam also argues that to determine the amount of available UIM coverage,
the ordinary insured will, after observing the clear definition, refer to the UIM
endorsement's "Limits of Liability" section. There, the set-off provision in the liability
section of Mr. Miller's UIM endorsement will reinforce the definition of underinsured
motor vehicle. The contract provides that:
[t]he limits of liability of this coverage as shown in the declaration apply,
subject to the following[,] [and] . . . will be reduced by: 1. All payments
made or amounts payable by or on behalf of all persons or organizations
which may be legally liable, or under any collectible auto liability
13

insurance, for loss caused by an accident with an underinsured motor
vehicle.
From this provision, according to AmFam, the ordinary insured will understand 1) that
the stated limits of liability for UIM benefits available under the endorsement will be
reduced by any amounts received from the at-fault driver's liability insurance, and 2) that
the UIM limits, which are subject to the stated "Limits of Liability," are found in the
policy's declaration page. The effect of this provision, says AmFam, will be to set-off the
$100,000 paid by Yun's insurer against the $100,000 UIM coverage provided by Miller's
AmFam policy on its declaration page. Thus, the ordinary insured with $100,000 UIM
coverage will realize that the UIM policy will pay no additional money in a situation in
which the claimant has received payment of $100,000 for the at-fault driver's liability
insurance, because: 1) the at-fault driver will not be the owner or operator of an
"underinsured motor vehicle," and 2) the UIM limits of $100,000 will be reduced by the
$100,000 received on behalf of the at-fault driver, resulting in no pay out.
Miller's counter-argument is that even if the ordinary reader of average
intelligence would understand, taking that language separately from the introductory part
of the endorsement, that the off-set is against the $100,000 stated limit of liability rather
than against the total amount of uncompensated damages, there is still a contradiction and
conflict that renders the policy ambiguous as a whole because, as recognized in Jones and
Ritchie, the ordinary reader of average intelligence may think that the off-set is against
the total uncompensated damages (rather than against the stated amount of $100,000 as a
limit) because of the fact that at the beginning of the endorsement the language says:
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We will pay compensatory damages for bodily injury which an insured
person is legally entitled to recover from the owner or operator of an
underinsured motor vehicle. The bodily injury must be sustained by an
insured person and must be caused by accident and arise out of the use of
the underinsured motor vehicle.
You must notify us of any suit brought to determine the legal liability or
damages. Without our written consent we are not bound by any resulting
judgment.
We will pay under this coverage only after the limits of liability under all
bodily injury liability bonds or policies have been exhausted by payment of
judgments or settlements.
Thus, argues Miller, the real "limit of liability" is the uncompensated bodily injury
damages up to $100,000 in excess of the amount received from the tortfeasor's insurer.
Miller says the trial court got it right that the policy's promise to "pay compensatory
damages for bodily injury which an insured is legally entitled to recover from the owner
or operator of an underinsured motor vehicle," when compared six lines later to the
promise to pay under the coverage "only after the limits of liability under all bodily injury
bonds or other policies have been exhausted by payment . . . [,]" creates an ambiguity.
He suggests that the policy implies to an ordinary person of average intelligence a
promise to pay benefits after the limits of the other liable parties are exhausted.
In support of this proposition, Miller cites Long v. Shelter Insurance Cos., 351
S.W.3d 692, 696, 702 (Mo. App. 2011), contending that in looking at comparable
language promising to pay "uncompensated damages," the Long court concluded that the
ordinary insured would read this plain language to mean the UIM endorsement will pay
the insured the excess over and above what the insured received from others who were
liable to the extent of their actual damage.
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In the Long case, the insurance agreement stated it would pay the insured for
"uncompensated damages" arising from a covered accident, and went on to define
"uncompensated damages" to mean damages that remain unpaid after liability coverage is
exhausted. Id. at 702, 705. There was an "other insurance" clause that provided that the
UIM coverage provided therein "will apply as excess insurance over any other company's
underinsured motorists insurance." Id. at 698. Although the definition of underinsured
motor vehicle was held to be not ambiguous, the court further held, after consideration of
Jones and Ritchie, that there was an ambiguity, and as a result, the insurer was not
entitled to a set-off of the $50,000 paid in behalf of the tortfeasor against the $250,000
"limit of liability," but was entitled to a set-off only against the $400,000 of
uncompensated damages within the stacked coverage limit. Id. at 704-05.
The decision in Long was followed in this court's opinion in Wasson v. Shelter
Mutual Insurance Co., 358 S.W.3d 113 (Mo. App. 2011). Although this court in Wasson
first held that the table at the top of the endorsement page was not ambiguous as to
whether the endorsement expressly provided coverage of up to $250,000 per person or
$500,000 per person, id. at 121, when the court turned to the issue of the extent to which
the insurer was entitled to set off the prior payments received by the insureds, the court
noted that the definition of "uncompensated damages" lacked a limiting phrase such as
"up to our limit of liability." Id. at 122-23. The result, said the court, was that the
definition reads like the policy provides excess insurance. Id. at 123.
Jones v. Mid-Century Insurance Co., 287 S.W.3d 687 (Mo. banc 2009), was a case
addressing the "set-off" language of an underinsured motorist endorsement. In Jones, as
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in Wasson later, there was no limiting language attending the promise to pay up to the
limits of liability. The Court held the overall language was inaccurate and misleading.
Id. at 691-92. The Court in Jones held that while subsection a.2.(b) of the endorsement
stated it was limited by subsections (a), and (c)-(f), subsection (a) had no similar
reference to subsection (f), "indicating it [was] not so limited." Id. at 692.
To correct this ambiguity, the Court suggested that "one impliedly would have to
insert additional words into subsection (a)(2)" and interpret it to read as follows:
2. The limits of liability of this coverage minus the amount already paid to that
insured person.6
Id. at 691.
Here, Mr. Miller's AmFam UIM states as follows:
The limits of liability of this coverage will be reduced by:
1. All payments made or amounts payable by or on behalf of all persons or
organizations which may be legally liable, or under any collectible auto
liability insurance, for loss caused by an accident with an underinsured
motor vehicle.
The issue, therefore, is whether, in view of the entire policy, an ordinary insured of
average intelligence would think that the off-set could apply to the $100,000 limit above
and beyond the amount received from the tortfeasor's carrier. The Court in Jones, though
dealing with different but similar language, thought so.
The Jones Court also found that the Rodriguez case was not in conflict with its
interpretation because:
The relevant language of the set-off in Rodriguez provided that "the limit of
liability shall be reduced by all sums paid because of the 'bodily injury' by
6

The underlined portion is what the Court said would have been needed to avoid the ambiguity.
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or on behalf of persons or organizations who may be legally responsible."
[Rodriguez, 808 S.W.2d] at 381. The Rodriguez dicta said only that the
fact that an insurer will not be called on to pay the full coverage amount
listed does not make a particular limitation inherently unenforceable where
the policy was clear that any prior payments would be deducted from the
coverage amount.
Jones, 287 S.W.3d at 692 n.3. The Court thus distinguished Rodriguez on the basis that
in Rodriguez it was clear that "any prior payments would be deducted from the coverage
amount." Significantly, however, the Court went on, in dealing with the issue of how to
apply the set-off, to express concern related to the possibility of confusion related to the
limits of coverage:
Rodriguez did not give an insurer license to make contrary-to-fact
statements about the coverage it provides in a policy. Here, by contrast, the
policy expressly states that total coverage will be $100,000, whereas in fact,
were Mid-Century's interpretation to be accepted, $100,000 in coverage
never would be provided, because in every situation, the $100,000 limit
would be reduced further by $25,000, the statutory minimum amount of
liability coverage required in Missouri.
Id.7
Ritchie v. Allied Property & Casualty Insurance Co., 307 S.W.3d 132, 140-41
(Mo. banc 2009), also dealt with an ambiguity arising from the conflict of an "other
insurance" clause. There, the Court found an ambiguity resulting in a ruling that the
insurer could not set-off the payment the insured received from the tortfeasor against the
stated coverage figure (the "limit of liability"), but could set it off only against the total
7

Of course, the stated coverage will not always be at least $25,000 less than the actual available coverage. For
instance, in the case of a tortfeasor who is minimally insured, but whose negligence causes bodily injury to multiple
victims, the amount to be received by each of the tortfeasor's victims through the tortfeasor's liability insurer may be
much less than $25,000. In such a case, a victim having stated UIM coverage of up to $100,000 will receive more in
UIM benefits than $75,000. However, with that quibble aside, the fact remains that the available coverage will
always be something less than $100,000. It would seem that the purchaser (who may read the declaration sheet but
not the terms of the endorsement upon receipt of her or his copy of the policy) should be clearly advised that the
coverage is in the nature of gap coverage and not excess coverage.
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uncompensated damages. In responding to the concerns expressed by the dissent, the
Court stated:
The dissent is incorrect in characterizing this opinion as holding that
limitation of liability clauses are never enforceable. A policy that plainly
states it only will pay the difference between the amount recovered from
the underinsured motorist and $100,000 is enforceable. In such a case, the
mere fact that $100,000 will never be paid out is not misleading, for the
policy never suggests that this is its liability limit and never implies that it
may pay out that amount. That is not the case here, however. The policy
says it provides $100,000 in underinsured motorist coverage but, in fact,
under the insurer's interpretation of the policy, it will never pay that
amount. That creates an ambiguity resolved by giving the language on
which the insurer relies an alternative interpretation that will give effect to
all of the policy provisions, as the Court holds above and as it held in
Jones, 287 S.W.3d at 690.
Ritchie, 307 S.W.3d at 141 n.10.
Miller presents, based primarily on language from Jones and Ritchie, the argument
that there is inevitably a factual conflict—or at least confusion—created by the
declaration sheet's statement of "coverage" (implying coverage limits) when read in
conjunction with the other portions of an endorsement that purport to curtail the stated
limits of liability. We grant that unless the ordinary policy holder is advised prior to
purchase exactly how underinsured motorist coverage works, the policy holder may
assume that it operates in a manner similar to uninsured motorist coverage, that is, the
policy holder may assume that the UIM coverage compensates bodily injury above and
beyond anything received from the tortfeasor. Confusion of the ordinary insurance
purchaser of UIM coverage is legislatively recognized in Missouri, in that the Missouri
General Assembly has adopted legislation to help protect the insurance consumer from
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purchasing "illusory" coverage. See section 379.204.8 The declarations page here does
not help by its use of the word "coverage" (as opposed to "limits of liability") in
connection with what it intends to be gap coverage rather than excess coverage.
Accordingly, nothing in the declarations sheet indicates that if the tortfeasor's insurer
pays $100,000 to an injured UIM insured, no benefit is payable to the insured under the
UIM coverage. The declarations page states as to UIM coverage:
Underinsured Motorists Coverage – Bodily Injury Only
$100,000
Each Person
$300,000
Each Accident
There is one limitation expressed here beyond the purported limit of liability, and that is
the limitation that this coverage applies to "Bodily Injury" claims only. The expression
of that limitation is commendable to avoid confusion as to claims of property damage.
The same limitation ("Bodily Injury Only") is expressed as to uninsured motorists
coverage. However, nothing in the declaration sheet indicates that the UIM coverage is,
as to its nature and structure, "gap" coverage rather than coverage that is necessarily
excess to the tortfeasor's liability coverage.
The law is not concerned merely with what an ordinary insured would be caused
to believe from reading his existing policy after a bodily injury has occurred. The law is
also concerned with what an ordinary purchaser of insurance would be caused to believe
about the coverage from review of the policy upon initial receipt of the policy, before an
injury has occurred, while there remains time to adjust coverages in light of his or her
8

That statute provides, in effect, that any purchase of UIM coverage with limits less than $50,000 (twice the amount
of mandatory liability coverage) "shall be construed to provide coverage in excess of the liability coverage of any
underinsured motor vehicle involved in the accident." Section 379.204 (emphasis added). The legislature thus
mandates that any such purchase of so-called limits less than $50,000 must be treated as excess coverage rather than
gap coverage.
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understanding of the policy contents. See Burns, 303 S.W.3d at 509 (the court applies the
meaning which would be attached by "an ordinary person of average understanding if
purchasing insurance" (emphasis added)). The auto insurance purchaser, upon receipt of
his policy (perhaps in the mail several weeks after purchase) will certainly read the
declaration sheet to ensure no miscommunication about coverage levels, even if the
purchaser reads little else. Therefore, it is essential that the language of the declaration
sheet be part of the analysis in these UIM cases.9
The Ambiguity
The trial court here explicitly based its ruling on the endorsement language and
did not rest its ruling on the declaration sheet. The court took issue with AmFam's theory
of interpretation by noticing three items it considered flaws in AmFam's argument:
1.

The first sentence of the second paragraph of the endorsement, in which
AmFam agrees to pay compensatory damages suffered by the insured
person, contains no qualifiers such as "subject to the following provisions,"
or "except as limited herein." That sentence says simply:
We will pay compensatory damages for bodily injury which
an insured person is legally entitled to recover from the owner
or operator of an underinsured motor vehicle.
The trial court found that this sentence expresses the proposition that
AmFam will pay the amount that the claimant is legally entitled to

9

The courts do not instruct insurers about what to write. One wonders, however, why the insurers would not take a
hint from Ritchie in their UIM policies so as to cause the declaration page and the endorsement to communicate the
concept that the insurer will pay only "the difference between the amount recovered from the underinsured motorist"
(for bodily injury damage) and the sums specified in the declarations. See Ritchie, 307 S.W.3d at 141 n.10.
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recover for bodily injury damages from the owner or operator of the
underinsured motor vehicle.
2.

The second sentence of that paragraph ("The bodily injury must be
sustained by an insured person and must be caused by accident and arise
out of the use of the underinsured motor vehicle") also contains no
qualifiers beyond its own words. While the phrase "underinsured motor
vehicle" may have a technical meaning in the insurance industry, it will not
have such a technical meaning to the ordinary insured. The ordinary
insured will view it in a practical way of meaning insurance that is
inadequate for the level of damage.

3.

The endorsement further provides that AmFam will pay "only after the
limits of liability under all bodily injury liability bonds or other policies
have been exhausted by payments of judgments or settlements." This
language suggested to the trial court that the insurance is intended to be
excess to the tortfeasor's liability insurance.

The trial court believed that putting these three things together, the endorsement sounds
as though it is offering coverage that will pay compensatory damages for bodily injury up
to $100,000 per person above and beyond the coverage provided by the tortfeasor's
coverage and all other coverages. The court recognized that the definition of
"underinsured motor vehicle," taken by itself, was unambiguous, but the court held that
the effect of that clear definition and the off-set provision simply created an ambiguity
that was required to be resolved in favor of the claimant.
22

While there is no case directly on point as to the specific operative language relied
on by the trial court, the cases such as Seeck, Jones, and Ritchie, which involved "other
insurance" clauses, have similarity to this case in that the court found that any
contradictory language anywhere in the policy was enough to create an ambiguity that
would allow set-off only against total damages. Jones and Ritchie involved cases of
multiple policies, and hence issues of stacking. Seeck, like this case, involved only a
single policy, but in Seeck, as in this case, the ambiguity related to the issue of how to
apply the set-off provisions.
The trial court stated that the very early paragraphs of the endorsement expressed
no limitation that would limit the claim to that of gap coverage. We note that the trial
court had in front of it the copy of the policy attached to the parties' stipulation of facts.
When terms are clearly bolded, and the insured is clearly informed of the significance of
bolding, the courts will recognize and enforce the definition specified.10 See, e.g., Long,
351 S.W.3d at 702-03. Here, although the parties did not directly address the issue of
bolding, the trial court would not have been readily able to discern from the copy of the
policy that the terms were in fact bolded with any degree of prominence. Though it may
sound odd to lawyers accustomed to reading automobile insurance policies with bolded
terms, the purported bolding of terms in this case (especially without instruction in the
endorsement as to the significance of bolding) does nothing to assist the ordinary insured

10

Here, nothing in the endorsement mentioned the effect of bolded language. The only place in the entire policy
that the significance of bolding is mentioned is in the part of the policy providing definitions applicable to the entire
policy. In any event, the purported bolding in the endorsement simply is inadequate to make clear that there are
limiting terms governing the endorsement.
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of average intelligence. The reader may judge by reference to the copy of the
endorsement attached to this opinion as an appendix.11
Accordingly, in this case, we cannot disagree with the trial court that the first two
sentences of the second paragraph of the endorsement indicate that the coverage may be
excess to the tortfeasor's liability coverage. When the definition and set-off provisions
are placed opposite those two sentences setting forth the insuring agreement, and are
considered in light of the wording of the declaration page, there is confusion and
ambiguity in the policy as a whole about the nature of the coverage.
Conclusion
Because the trial court did not err in reaching the conclusion that there was an
ambiguity that was required to be resolved in favor of the claimant, we affirm the
judgment of the trial court.

/s/ James M. Smart, Jr. ___________
James M. Smart, Jr., Judge
All concur.

11

The parties stipulated the facts. It would appear that bolding was not a factual matter which was specifically
controverted, nor was it necessarily agreed in such a way as to bind the court. The quotations in the parties' wordprocessed stipulation were bolded, but the exhibit failed to demonstrate bolding. While the insured did not intend to
"hang his hat" on the issue of non-bolding, to the extent that we consider the evident lack of prominent bolding in
upholding the trial court decision, we hold to the principle that this court is not limited to arguments offered by the
appellant, but may affirm the trial court on any basis. See ITT Commercial Fin., 854 S.W.2d at 387-88.
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'-,APPENDIX - UIM ENDORSEMENT
I_ _ ~

l.sj

UNDERlHSURED MOTORISTS IUIYl COVERAGE ENDORSEMENT· KEEP WIlli POlICY
This; el'lCbrselNnt lams a part of the policy to which it Is attached
IIlPiaces arr( UndalillSlJ'Eld Motorisl5 CCMIIlIjj8 pnNiously
issued as a Part at this poky. You hao.e Ilia cowrage if
Undsrinsuud Molaim eo-age is ZIhown in Ihe dlldiRfilns.
We v.iU pay CCI11J6nS8fory damages for !xxI1y injury which an
jasun:d penon II legaily entitled /Q recover Ircm !he DWIU or
qlelBb' aI an underinlUred motor vehicle. ThI! bodily Injury
must be IUSIaned by 811 Inwred peRan and must be caused by
aock1ert and arise out or !he UI. of the u!!denRlI/red mtltor
IIIIhicie.

ClIr.Md by r¥" fumisl'ed a availoibla 101' /hQ ~ar use of
. you or a relative.
d. Owned a ~ by a 1JMlIlIm81Va untt r¥" agency.
B. Owned or ~ed by a 611if-i1l5Ullr ao collllldered by
err( financial mpmbiily law, mor caniar law, or
c.

and

You must notify u, at 1n(:lUi! broul)'ll to detsnnine legal liiJbli!y
or danages. Wi1haJ( our Mitten COI1II8nt we IlI1I nal bourd by fIfrI
RllliIilg j~unt.

We l1li1 pay under llis COIIerage only a'ter the limits ci IiabiHty
under ilIl bodily Injury r&ability bonds or pa/ides haWJ been
axhal.G!ed by p:IyI1'IinI at J~rnants or saltffmlnls.
ADDITIONAl.. DERMTIONS USED IN THIS ENDORSEMENT

ONlY
As used i1 till Inbn;ament;
1

Insured ,.,.on Il18a'1S:

a.

Yau or a relllive.
Anyone else occupying J'IIUr' Insured CIf
Anyone, oIher than a peISal or agariutial claiming by
right or aulgnmenl or &.tlrcgalicn, entided 10 recover
dsmages due to bodily Injury to )'OU, e relative or
anolher ~nl cf your insured CM
But the foIbwhg aRll'llllnsured persons:
8. Arro/ paqon, other lhan a re1l1lw, USing your Insured
CM without your penniss/on.
b. Any pm;on, other than a ·,.gjJVOI, using rour insured
em- with your pemiaion, bul who BXceeds the SCql8 01
b.
c.

IIlaI pemissicn.

Any person usit'IJ B velidE! wilhoulthe permission cf the
pEIIDI hlMng lawful possas&ion.
d Any persoo using a vehide with Ihe pem;sslO1 cf the
parson having laMuI possessiml. txrt ~ ~ the
soope cf IhII permission,
2. Motor vahid. mans 8 land motor Wlhicla or a bailer Bolli
cilat. not I1mn a whicle or IIQ1.ipm9nt
B.
Operated on rails or cnro.vIlr.lrUdI.
b. Designed tor "" mainly 011 plbl~ lOads, Sleep! farm
lractxsfeQUijm80! while on public roads.
c. PeBad fOf c:arT1lirq or houIek88Jlng PUJPCliBS.
3. Undesinsuml molDr vehide mllllll4 a mator vehide which
is inBUIlid by a fiabiity bond or poicy at the timB of the
aceidert which provides bodily injury liabiity fimitlless than
the Bmits 0( iabillty of lhis lJndeIina.Irecf MdoiIBIS aMlIlIge.
c.

Undellnsured mator vehicle, tne.ter, does not mean

B

vehicle:
a. Inst.red .mer the Uabllity CXlVeIBgft of li'is pcficy
b. Inured at Ihs time of ths accident by a &ability bend Dr
poiey with bodily injury liability limite below lhe
ninilT1!JT1 spscifled.by Ihe finandal rasponsi!jJj1y law 01
!he sur. in v.tlich your Insured car Is PfindpaJ/y

simarlaw

Which is inslSlld by II bodily Injtny liability boll:! cr
poflC)' ar !he Urne 01 the aa:idenl ll.il !he bondirtW cr
IIlSIXilg ~ denies ~ or " or becanes

insavenl
EXCLUSIONS

TIle cO\'IItiIg8 does nO! ~ for bodily I~Ury to a pSriOlt
Whilv IIGRlP)'inv, or wtm 8bu:k by. iI mor vehicle IhiIt ill
nol inwrad under Ihs policy, if il IS owned by you cr any

1

resident fA your household.
2.

3.

Who makes or Whose legal. representative makes a
s8lllement wilhaJt our wriUen cauent.
While oc:cuJ¥ng your InlUred car wtm ~ to carry
persons for a charge. TJis exdUsi01 Q)es not apply to
~ae car pools or the cMriIltIle csnying cf

=~

TNs
does nO! apply to pu,wtiw or 1X8I!llIay damagBG.
Unda-inSU'lld Motorir;t.s CDII&I7igII shaft not apply to the blM1lllil of
i!IYj ilsurar or salf·inSURlf IIldar any workers' oompensatiCJ'1 cr
disability benefItS law or any simlar law.
illIlTS OF UABlUTY
The inilll of lialxlity of this lXNeIiIge as shown in \he declarations
apply, s~ect 10 the loIowing:
1 Th! limit lor each pers01 is !he maxirrum loc all persons as
II'e resull of bodily injury to one peraon In any one accidenl
2. Subject to !he liTil fa each peraon, fle irrit lor mch
accidenl is the maximum for bodily injllry sustained by tv.u
or mora peBORS In any one accident.

We wiQ pay no more than these maximums no matler row ~rr(

vatidll& dasc:libed in the dadaralons. Insul8d ~n., ctanns,
claimanLs or policies or \l8hic:les arw in>.dYtd.
Tho limits of liabiity of 1I1is cove. rrey nol be ~ to or
slm:k8d milo the limita rI liabiily of any 01l1er lJ1dBrinSUlld
rrolorisl IXMRge issued by u. 10 you a Ir1)' merrber of an
insured person'. tcusehoId.
We wil pay orly once for any damages or expenses paylde
1.1118 mae than one ooverage cf this poiey. AnI darnlges or
elpeMeS paid UrlIi!r any other eoo.erage fA this policy !Ill not
91lgib18 for payment under 1m CDYfIrage.
Tile limil5 0( liiibnity or llis COIIBrIIge
be reduced by:
1 All payments mada or amotJ'!ts payable by CJ' on Ixilalf ci all
parsons r¥" 0/g8lliZatlons wtic:h may be lagally (Ia)ie, a IIlder .
any calec:lIb1e ilJlO liablily inauanoe. for 1065 caused by a1
accident wi1l1 ., underinSUAIIIll1GlDrftlllcie.
2, All peymanb under ilia Ulltility aNWBge d (til po~cy .
3. All paymanIi made or arnourts ~8 bacar~ of bodily
injury under 811{ workers' COf1ll8nsation or asability benefits
law or my simla-liM.

wi'

garagad.

All other !alms, ilQI'!!!!1!en1s, condlions, !!!d D!'O!i§ions rumain unchangad.
AMERICAN FAMILY MUTUAlINSURAHCE COMPANY
AMERICAN STANDARD INSURANCE COMPAHY OF WISCONSIN
MADISON, WISCONSIN
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OTHER INSURANCE
~ion of \he total recnlning Q/lill tllhe remaiI1lYJ timii$ of all
·-----_11.
ale. Q lmils of. liabifity I8Il1iining. abc ~l"G U\e _ _
~~ .. f!1OCaiSI ~ plOVfdad l1f othor ~rance
red.l:tions povidsd fer in the 'tiniU; of Ual:irdy' SIICIion rI this
compantaS. BIl, art( rvmaInli1g limits d 1~8 pI'DOJidad under
eoOOniBmenl and if II1B1e ~ other urosrimured molaiat inSUllll'lCe
!lis endcnemanl ler an Insured paBon wHle OCQ/p~ng a
jroIidsd by anothGl in&:JllllIC8 ~ en a loss CO\IIII8d by dlis
vBl1ae you do not 0Ml Is wess over aU othll' unQliI1SUl1ld
enOOtsement, we win pay our share accoo:fing to !his policy's
rroIaislillSUClllCB plQYided by aI other insuranc.ccrnpania6.
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AMERICAN FAMilY MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY
AMERICAN STANDARD INSURANCE COMPANY OF WISCONSIN
MADISON, WISCONSIN
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